


Science – Evolution

Art and Design

Find out about how the tortoise and the finch have evolved over time
and make a booklet to present what you have found out.
Find out how humans have evolved over time. You can choose how to
present your research.

 Remember the sewing we did in class? Why not use your skills to decorate
and make a handkerchief, or repair your clothes (like they would have done
during The Victorian Era).
 Create a charcoal landscape of an industrial town.

Computing and Music
 Create a PowerPoint or a fact file using
Publisher all about The Industrial Revolution.
 Learn and sing along to the lyrics to ‘Food
Glorious Food’ from Oliver Twist.

Home Learning Choice Grid
Year 6 – Growth.
The Industrial Revolution
Monday 6th July – Friday 17th July

Geography and History


Look at the information pack called ‘Children during The Industrial
Revolution’. ** Use the information to create an informative poster
about one of the jobs that children had to do.
Complete the reading comprehension on ‘Living in Victorian Work
houses.’ *



Health and Wellbeing
 Take part in Joe Wick’s PE sessions at 9am.
 Design an informative poster to advertise how
an industrial town should be improved to help
people’s health.

Other







Continue listening to the audio readings of ‘Street Child’ on YouTube.*
Complete ‘The Workhouse wordsearch’ *
Compare your life now to that of child in a workhouse. *
Watch the beginning of Oliver.
Complete the word search on Evolution. *
Handwriting practise. **

Writing






Write a poem about Evolution.
After reading some Street Child and getting to a cliff-hanger, continue
writing the story and then see how your version compares to the
book.
Draw a picture of Grimy Nick from Street Child and write a character
description to go with it.
Write a summary of Street Child
Write a persuasive letter explaining why children shouldn’t be made
to work and should instead be allowed an education.






Imagine you are a child worker in a workhouse. Write a diary entry about
your day. Remember to include feelings and description.
Write a newspaper report revealing how factories are using child
workers. Report on the jobs children do, accidents. punishments, food
and the hours children work.
Create a booklet about life for children during The Industrial Revolution.
Include: a front cover, contents page, pages of information about
different jobs/lives that children had and appropriate pictures.
Write a book review for Street Child.

